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 6:58 piandjo: hi path. do you have sound? 
 6:59 lost_horizon: Hi, all 
 6:59 silverdale: Good evening One & All! 
 6:59 mollymidway: Welcome to Life in the Labyrinth 
 6:59 jim_h: Hi folks 
 6:59 mollymidway: Janna here, penn valley 
 6:59 hawklady: hello all 
 6:59 pathworld: ya just be your self » hiya 
 7:00 lost_horizon: put the phone company on hold 
 7:00 simmontemplar: Hello everyone !! ...hey NO SOUND here, how about the others ? 
 bagdafood: sound here man 
 lost_horizon: I have sound 
 workin2bredy: hi Its neville 
 silverdale: Sound here - G. 
 lost_horizon: Dan here, in the Ozarks 
 auriah: hi everyone 
 beckysunnybrook: hi auriah 
 lost_horizon: Hi, Auriah 
 hawklady: h auria    » hi 
 simmontemplar: HHaa !!! ...and there was Sound !!     » Thanks Silver ! 
 pathworld: Jenny here in corona 
 auriah: Auriah, so cal 
 jim_h: Jim, Edmonton, Canada 
 bagdafood: Mark and Alex Stevens in Toronto 
 muspelspark: Tom in Belleville, Ontario 
 beckysunnybrook: Becky in Roseville, CA 
 hawklady: arsi, corona, ca 
 jim_h: Foreign to the ego not to Essence 
 hawklady: when you recognize it, it's like i knew this, just forgot it 
 pathworld: we are one thousand of second ---- 
 beckysunnybrook: to use is a natural thing. 
 lost_horizon: no primate in its "right mind" would ever do it    » hence "unnatural" 
 jim_h: We're here and yet we restist. Very strange.   » *resist 
 beckysunnybrook: it's fear of breaking out of laws that have been enforced that causes a 

recoil from essential potential 
 lost_horizon: yes, but there's another aspect.. it involves a loss of the sense of being "in 

control" - the laws of the ego 
 pathworld: just a little 
 beckysunnybrook: yes. that aspect comes along with this freedom. 
 hawklady: was that 10,000 hours? 
 pathworld: yes 
 beckysunnybrook: ok yes! I am with that. 



 lost_horizon: lol 
 hawklady: 8760 hours in a year, if one never sleeps and just stays awake in more then one 

way 
 pathworld: i only have 9777 hours left 
 mollymidway: lol 
 beckysunnybrook: LOL path 
 pathworld: lol 
 lost_horizon: lol 
 hawklady: lmao 
 markroche: thanks for the elaboration Iven--very useful, and love the concept of what 

you're talking about. 
 beckysunnybrook: What Iven is saying is my habits will carry me through 

» even if we don't know them yet 

 mollymidway: yes 
 beckysunnybrook: and may not ever. It would be continuance of the work. 
 hawklady: you bring it with you and you take it with you, when the clock stops ticking 
 markroche: I heard once that EJ advised for a particular someone to do readings for 

themself but themself at a much younger age 

» which would seem to indicate having an effect on our pasts 

 hawklady: ah nice Mark 
 beckysunnybrook: meeting yourself from another time, another dimension. Nice Mark 
 markroche: which also seems to be what the prosperity orbs are largely about--sort of 

pictures of ourselves in other realms times and spaces 
 beckysunnybrook: Harvest is a good word to use in this. To harvest . nice 
 hawklady: i know, Mark is on fire today, we like it 
 mollymidway: i love the 21st century..we can talk like this out in the open 
 pathworld: yes molly 
 beckysunnybrook:  no danger here. 
 mollymidway: that is good      » here, too 
 markroche: it might be fun some night, for one of these sessions, if we each open up one 

of the prosperity orbs 
 bagdafood: like right after the talk we all go on an orb? 
 mollymidway: you can do so now 
 jim_h: Essential qualities such as Love are outside of time 
 markroche: and leave them on, and then have our life in the labyrinth reading session 
 mollymidway: that's a great idea, mark 
 markroche:  
 beckysunnybrook: children are the tibetans (the monks) who come to maintain the 

creation and it goes on just under our very eyes... and adults do miss this ... it's kind of an 
odd situation... this potential is right there. 

» some adults too have realized the child in themselves and they gain back that freedom. 



»  

 lost_horizon: thank you, Becky 
 pathworld: yes ty very nice plz post becky 
 mollymidway:  
 beckysunnybrook: k 
 markroche: 'chemistry' in the higher dimensions 
 jim_h: Different qualities of their energy fields - dense to fine 
 beckysunnybrook: It sounds like if you keep on knocking, searching and finding new 

ways to find the places, like in the Laberinth orbs, you may get to the place where the 
door actually opens. 

 markroche: plus, to what Piandjo just said, three oxygen atoms will never make water 

» need other 'typicalities' as well 

 beckysunnybrook: it's a neat feeling when you get to the place where it opens for you in 
the orbs. 

 mollymidway: and you'll recognize it when you see it... 
 beckysunnybrook:  yes. that beckoning and the sensitivity enough to recognize. 
 jim_h: I'm earth, Taurean. Slow frequency, strong field 
 auriah: as a group it has taken a long time to understand and know each others comments 

or humor, and how each other moves(chats) 
 markroche: and we, our group, are the different 'elements' that make this group voyage, 

and where it takes us, possible 
 hawklady: just right David 
 beckysunnybrook: yes. this is a very wonderful place for starting off with that slice. 
 godfrei: hello   » finally managed to get on teh chat 
 lost_horizon: Hi, Godfrei 
 mollymidway: hola Godfrei 
 godfrei: Hola 
 pathworld: hello Godfrie 
 auriah:  also we often change roles, sometimes quiet, or watching afk, on phone or 

sometimes the usually quiet person leads the conversation...  

» we have taken the time to learn, nurture and cultivate the relatinshp of and within this 
group 

 beckysunnybrook: true Auriah 
 mollymidway: yes, it's an act of decision, will, to spend time doing what we do when we 

come together 
 hawklady: maybe we should also have a yahoo group so we can continue the discussion 

when the class is over at the end of the hour 
 jim_h: Stand on each others shoulders to make a pyramid 
 godfrei: group momentum 
 beckysunnybrook: (funny, but my grandson sent me his team number at the start of this 

meeting, his team number). 



» i felt somehow it reached him. I haven't heard from him in 3 months. 

 mollymidway: that sounds excellent, becky 
 workin2bredy: using events from the past seems to be a matter of adding a kind of 

attention to the memory that was lacking at the time of the event. It may take 10000 
hours, but the understanding blossoms in an instant. I have had the experience of listening 
to... 

 auriah: i like the idea of a forum hawk. 
 jim_h: Service = Compassion 
 beckysunnybrook: (it gave my heart a flutter)  
 hawklady: sweet Becky 
 mollymidway: very cool, neville, it has worked like that for me, too. sometimes 
 lost_horizon: Neville.. last sentence ended "experience of listening to..." 

» cut off? 

 hawklady: bredy, our comments get cut off, if it's too long 
 workin2bredy: I have had the experience of listening to E.J. discuss a topic, and then 

months or years later, without warning, I suddenly wake up and exclaim to myself, "Oh, I 
see what he meant by that". It is sometimes a lengthy process of digesting the ideas. 

 hawklady: take it into your every day life 
 beckysunnybrook: (Workin2) that is what patience actually brings .. still able to 

remember, paying attention. 
 auriah: invoke the mood through presence and attention in the ordianry life job, with kids, 

driving, etc... 
 mollymidway: yeah, it's like some of this is self programming in the moment, but it's set 

to activate in the time of necessity, our past and futures 
 godfrei: you decide what is most important 
 beckysunnybrook: ha ha. time... how can you have time? courage! It takes real courage to 

not get shoved out. 
 jim_h: Just be 
 beckysunnybrook: the line...ha ha. 
 auriah: it doesn't take time, it just takes willingness to invoke presence and attention, it 

requires a decision 
 jim_h: Do be, do be, do 
 godfrei: context 
 hawklady: i have a friend who leaves the whole shopping cart and leaves the store, lol 

» just so he doesn't have to stand in line, to be with himself 

 beckysunnybrook: practice... it doesn't just fall in your lap. Breaking habits of fear and 
control over things.. it is a hard one to actually bust thru. 

 workin2bredy: Or an external shock strikes the memory at just the right spot. 
 markroche: and, in that line, having attention and presence, is, even if we say nothing, a 

way to have a freeing effect on others 
 mollymidway: yes 



 beckysunnybrook: it is. 
 auriah: i often feel frustrated when i have to stand in line, until i realize "what am i in a 

rush for?" and then decide to BE, and invoking presence and attention I often have 
surprising and pleasant interactions with the teller, cashier, ticket taker, etc... 

» and pleasant interactions with the teller, cashier, ticket taker, etc... 

 jim_h: Ensign Ricky 
 lost_horizon: lol Iven 
 beckysunnybrook: I like the usage of the word, Uterine ambience of our immediate 

surroundings. 
 lost_horizon: don't go voyaging with a red shirt on... 
 mollymidway: lol 
 auriah: lol 
 beckysunnybrook:  why not ? ha ha. 
 auriah: true LH 
 hawklady: lol 
 auriah: the trekie with the red shirt on the away team always dies 
 mollymidway: red is a good color 
 jim_h: Yea - Auriah, Ensign Ricky 
 hawklady: i love red 
 bagdafood: oh voyager's on at 11 in canada 
 hawklady: maybe im a red tail hawk! 
 workin2bredy: occasionally I hear a calling to interact with someone that comes with a 

special set of sensations, that is much different than the impulse to give out free advice to 
others. 

 beckysunnybrook: reciprocation excellent! 

» union with... 

 lost_horizon: This also may be the first time in human-primate history that this kind of 
description could have been made 

 markroche: not this one per se, but in a lot of EJ's books he specifically recommends 
reading them out loud 

 beckysunnybrook: thank you very much! 
 lost_horizon: as opposed to the symbolic and mythical language of prior ages 
 godfrei: thank you 
 silverdale: Thanks David & Ivan -One & All! 
 sinhog: Thanks all 
 hawklady: yes LH, we have the luxury to be able to look beyond our HBM 
 beckysunnybrook: Good night! All! be around in the wafting dimensions of macro/micro 

intwining. 
 markroche: it seems would be useful with Life in the Labyrinth as well--my experience 

anyway-- 
 mollymidway: goodnite, ditto tanks to all  
 pathworld: Thank you all David and Iva and all Poggies 



 lost_horizon: analysis is modern myth, and it's useful 
 hawklady: thanks every one 
 simmontemplar: Thank you and great to be with you 
 godfrei: pathworld i didnt get your FB friends request 
 markroche: kind of makes it get activated a bit more in one's inner neurology, 
 workin2bredy: Thanks everyone 
 lost_horizon: Thank you, David, Iven, and everyone 
 lost_horizon: Thank you, David, Iven, and everyone 
 pathworld: ill try again Godfri 
 markroche: especially if practicing what EJ has said, each word a universe. 
 jim_h: Thanks everyone. 
 godfrei: Iain Watson Thailand 
 pathworld:  » k 
 auriah: Well spread it out farther onto Justin HARRY!  
 beckysunnybrook: Hi Iain Watson! 
 godfrei: hi becky 
 markroche: and, in my experience, especially if one somewhat exaggeratedly acts it out 

as well 
 hawklady: are you interested in a yahoo group David? 
 lost_horizon: Goodnight, David 
 beckysunnybrook: ah ha! Magic Table! Nice. 
 hawklady: au i'll send you an email 


